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1.     Who wrote the Philippine National Anthem? 

        a.   Julian Felipe                     b. Jose Felipe                       c.    Jose Palma 

2.     Who arranged the music of the Philippine National Anthem? 

        a.   Julian Felipe                     b. Jose Felipe                       c.    Jose Palma 

3.     The title of the Philippine National Anthem is  

        a.   Bayang Magiliw                b. Lupang Hinirang               c.    Lupa Hiniring 

4. 

 

 

a. Filipino dishes are mostly inspired by foreigners. 

b. There are just a handful of famous Filipino dishes. 

c. Foreigners also had an influence on our dishes. 

5.     A famous Filipino vegetable dish popularized in Ilocos.  It is a combination of squash,  

        eggplant, bitter melon (ampalaya), ladies fingers (okra) cooked in fish paste is 

        a.   Chopsuey                     b. Laing                       c.    Pinakbet 

6.     The following are famous fish in the Philippines except: 

        a.   Hito                              b. Bangus                    c.    Lapu-lapu          d.   Tilapia 

7.     What is lechon? 

        a.  grilled pig                      b.   deep fried pig             c. roasted pig 

8.     bahag: lower garment as putong: _______________ 

        a.   head garment               b.  upper garment            c.  kangan 

Famous Filipino Dishes Inspired by 
Pansit Chinese 
Leche Flan, Pastillas, Brazo 
de Mercedes 

Spanish 
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9.     Pintados of Visayas are know for 

       a.   colorful sails                b. colorful jewelries               c.    colorful body paint 

10.   

  

 

a. Foreigners have influenced us in a variety of ways. 
b. Foreigners have control even in our day to day activities. 
c. Foreigners are all over the Philippines. 

11.     The baro at saya and the tapis were traditionally worn by our ancestors. 

          The Ilocanos popularized the Pinakbet vegetable dish. 

           The Filipino Muslims have our native guitar called the “kudyapi.” 

a. Our native ancestors are primitive in their ways.  
b. Our native ancestors also had an influence to today’s Filipino. 
c. Our ancestors are as progressive as the foreigners. 

12.     The following now serves as the country’s national costume except: 

          a.     Tapis                      b.   baro at saya                      c. barong Tagalog 

13.     Cecille Licad, Gil Lopez, John Lesaca, Eddie Katindig are Filipinos known in 

           a.     sports                    b.    arts                                   c.    music 

14.      “Sipa” popularly known as “sepak takraw” is an influence of 

           a.     Indonesians           b.    Indians                             c.   Malaysians 

15.      kudyapi - guitar ; gangsa & kulintang – gongs (drum like musical instruments); kaleleng: ___ 

           a.     piano                       b.   flute                                  c.   maracas 

16.      “Pamulinawen” is a song about a bird who loves to fly and discharge its droppings on the  

          heads of people.  The song comes from what region? 

           a.     Bicol                      b.   Zamboanga                        c.   Ilocos 

 

Foreigner Influence 
Chinese Filipinos love for pansit 
Spanish camiso de chino clothes for men 
Chinese value work and hard earned money 
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Write down the Philippine national symbol for the following: 

Ex.      national costume:  barong tagalog 

a.     tree - ______________________________     b.   flower - ___________________________ 

c.     leaf -  ______________________________    d.   animal - __________________________ 

e.     bird - ______________________________     f.    dance - ___________________________ 

g.     house - _____________________________    i.    transportation - _____________________ 

 

 

How would you show respect for our national symbols? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Name 3 more Filipino games you know. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Answer Key: 

Multiple Choice:  

1. C 6. A  11. B  16. C  

2. A 7. C  12. A   

3. B 8. A  13. C  

4. C 9. C  14. C  

5. C 10.   A  15. B  

Fill in the blanks: 

a. narra 

b. sampaguita 

c. anahaw 

d. carabao 

e. haribon 

f. carinosa 

g. bahay kubo 

h. jeepney 

 

 

 


